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About This Content

Over 2 hours of instrumental music, the complete original soundtrack features music by micAmic and guest artists Myuu, Ben
and Alfie and iamqqqqqqq.

Over 70 minutes of original music by micAmic is composed for Downfall (2016). He has composed music for the original
Downfall point & click adventure (2009), The Cat Lady (2012) and various other videogames.

Downfall - Original Soundtrack is another eclectic mix by micAmic of piano moods, haunting ambience, jaunty rock and dark
electronica.

Featuring tracks such as "Safe House", "Neverglide", "Origin Of Disorder", "Lost Between Floors" and "Ivy's Delusion"
amongst many others.

Myuu provides a range of moving piano tracks. Ben and Alfie have also composed a track specifically for the game. Additional
soundscapes by iamqqqqqqq.

45 tracks are included in MP3 format.
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Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Harvester Games
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: MP3 audio capable sound card
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A few stand-out tracks that really lit up certain scenes in the game. For me, this purchase was worth it for "Revelations" alone..
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Didn't have all the tracks I was looking for, which is a shame, but I could not be happier. The tracks convey the game's
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could not be happier. The tracks convey the game's ambience very powerfully and it was so worth the money.
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